Objectives

After completing this section, you should be able to

1. describe the delta scale used in NMR spectroscopy.
2. perform calculations based on the relationship between the delta value (in ppm), the observed chemical shift (in Hz), and the operating frequency of an NMR spectrometer (in Hz).

Key Terms

Make certain that you can define, and use in context, the key terms below.

- chemical shift
- delta scale
- upfield/downfield

Study Notes

Although the calculations described in this section will help you understand the principles of NMR, it is the actual delta values, not the calculations, which are of greatest importance to the beginning organic chemist. Thus, we shall try to focus on the interpretation of NMR spectra, not the mathematical aspects of the technique.

In Section 13.9 we discuss $^1$H NMR chemical shifts in more detail. Although you will eventually be expected to associate the approximate region of a $^1$H NMR spectrum with a particular type of proton, you are expected to use a general table of $^1$H NMR chemical shifts such as the one shown in Section 13.9.

Chemical Shifts

The NMR spectra is displayed as a plot of the applied radio frequency versus the absorption. The applied frequency increases from left to right, thus the left side of the plot is the low field, downfield or deshielded side and the right side of the plot is the high field, upfield or shielded side (see the figure below). The concept of shielding will be explained shortly.

The position on the plot at which the nuclei absorbs is called the chemical shift. Since this has an arbitrary value a
standard reference point must be used. The two most common standards are TMS (tetramethylsilane, (Si(CH₃)₄)) which has been assigned a chemical shift of zero, and CDCl₃ (deuterochloroform) which has a chemical shift of 7.26 for ¹H NMR and 77 for ¹³C NMR.

The scale is commonly expressed as parts per million (ppm) which is independent of the spectrometer frequency. The scale is the delta (δ) scale.

\[ \delta = \frac{\text{frequency of signal}}{\text{spectrometer frequency}} \times 10^6 \]

The range at which most NMR absorptions occur is quite narrow. Almost all ¹H absorptions occur downfield within 10 ppm of TMS. For ¹³C NMR almost all absorptions occurs within 220 ppm downfield of the C atom in TMS.

**Shielding in NMR**

Structural features of the molecule will have an effect on the exact magnitude of the magnetic field experienced by a particular nucleus. This means that H atoms which have different chemical environments will have different chemical shifts. This is what makes NMR so useful for structure determination in organic chemistry. There are three main features that will affect the shielding of the nucleus, electronegativity, magnetic anisotropy of π systems and hydrogen bonding.

**Electronegativity**

The electrons that surround the nucleus are in motion so they created their own electromagnetic field. This field opposes the the applied magnetic field and so reduces the field experienced by the nucleus. Thus the electrons are said to shield the nucleus. Since the magnetic field experienced at the nucleus defines the energy difference between spin states it also defines what the chemical shift will be for that nucleus. Electron with-drawing groups can decrease the electron density at the nucleus, deshielding the nucleus and result in a larger chemical shift. Compare the data in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound, CH₃X</th>
<th>CH₃F</th>
<th>CH₃OH</th>
<th>CH₃Cl</th>
<th>CH₃Br</th>
<th>CH₃I</th>
<th>CH₄</th>
<th>(CH₃)₄Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronegativity of X</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical shift δ (ppm)</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the data, as the electronegativity of X increases the chemical shift, δ increases. This is an effect of the halide atom pulling the electron density away from the methyl group. This exposes the nuclei of both the C and H atoms, "deshielding" the nuclei and shifting the peak downfield.

The effects are cumulative so the presence of more electron withdrawing groups will produce a greater deshielding and therefore a larger chemical shift, i.e.
These inductive effects are not only felt by the immediately adjacent atoms, but the deshielding can occur further down the chain, i.e.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMR signal</th>
<th>-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂Br</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>δ (ppm)</td>
<td>1.25 1.69 3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Magnetic Anisotropy: π Electron Effects**

The π electrons in a compound, when placed in a magnetic field, will move and generate their own magnetic field. The new magnetic field will have an effect on the shielding of atoms within the field. The best example of this is benzene (see the figure below).

![Magnetic field diagram](image)

This effect is common for any atoms near a π bond, i.e.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proton Type</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Chemical shift (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₆H₅-H</td>
<td>highly deshielded</td>
<td>6.5 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C=CH</td>
<td>deshielded</td>
<td>4.5 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C≡CH</td>
<td>shielded*</td>
<td>~2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O=CH</td>
<td>very highly deshielded</td>
<td>9 - 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the acetylene H is shielded due to its location relative
Hydrogen Bonding

Protons that are involved in hydrogen bonding (i.e. -OH or -NH) are usually observed over a wide range of chemical shifts. This is due to the deshielding that occurs in the hydrogen bond. Since hydrogen bonds are dynamic, constantly forming, breaking and forming again, there will be a wide range of hydrogen bonds strengths and consequently a wide range of deshielding. This as well as solvation effects, acidity, concentration and temperature make it very difficult to predict the chemical shifts for these atoms.

Experimentally -OH and -NH can be identified by carrying out a simple D\textsubscript{2}O exchange experiment since these protons are exchangeable.

- run the normal H-NMR experiment on your sample
- add a few drops of D\textsubscript{2}O
- re-run the H-NMR experiment
- compare the two spectra and look for peaks that have "disappeared"
Exercise

Questions

Q13.3.1

The following peaks were from a $^1$H NMR spectra from a 400 MHz spectrometer. Convert to $\delta$ units

A. CHCl$_3$ 1451 Hz
B. CH$_3$Cl 610 Hz
C. CH$_3$OH 693 Hz
D. CH$_2$Cl$_2$ 1060 Hz

Q13.3.2

Butan-2-one shows a chemical shift around 2.1 on a 300 MHz spectrometer in the $^1$H NMR spectrum.

A. How far downfield is this peak from TMS in Hz?
B. If the spectrum was done with a 400 MHz instrument, would a different chemical shift be seen?
C. On this new 400 MHz spectrum, what would be the difference in Hz from the chemical shift and TMS?

Solutions

S13.3.1

A. 3.627 ppm
B. 1.525 ppm
C. 1.732 ppm
D. 2.65 ppm

S13.3.2

A. Since TMS is at 0 $\delta = 0$ Hz for reference, the difference between the two would be 630 Hz
B. No not a different chemical shift, but a different frequency would be seen, 840 Hz
C. 840 Hz
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